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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study was to construct an understanding of two grade
six students’ proportional reasoning schemes. The data from the clinical interviews gives
insight as to the importance of multiplicative thinking in proportional reasoning. Two
mental operations, unitizing and iterating play an important role in student’s use of mul-
tiplicative thinking in proportion tasks. Unitizing a composite unit and iterating it to its
referent point enables one to preserve the invariance of a ratio. Proportions involved the
coordination of two number sequences, keeping the ratio unit invariant under the iteration.
In the iteration process, one needed to explicitly conceptualize the iteration action of the
composite ratio unit to make sense of ratio problems and to have sufficient understanding
of the meaning of multiplication and division and its relevance in the iteration process.
One needed to have constructed multiplicative structures and iteration schemes in order to
reason proportionally.
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BACKGROUND

Numerous studies have shown that early adolescents and many adults have
difficulty with the basic concepts of fractions, rates and proportion and
with problems involving these concepts (Noelting, 1980a; Vergnaud, 1983;
Hart, 1988; Lesh et al., 1988; Kaput and West, 1994). Studies of student’s
thinking indicate that they often use additive reasoning in solving problems
where multiplicative reasoning is required (Hart, 1981, 1988; Karplus, Pu-
los and Stage, 1983b; Noelting, 1980b; Vergnaud, 1988; Lamon 1993a;
Resnick and Singer, 1993). Since students have difficulty reasoning mul-
tiplicatively and reasoning multiplicatively is necessary for proportional
reasoning, it is important to find ways to help students reason proportion-
ally.

Very little is known about the manifestation of multiplicative structure
in proportional reasoning. The identification of mathematical ideas that
contribute to proportional reasoning appears to be an essential, but omitted,
contribution to a domain definition. Although research has documented
children’s difficulties in learning about ratio and proportion, results tend
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to be at the level of identifying lists of things that students can and can-
not do (Hart, 1988; Robitaille, 1989; Kaput and West, 1994). We need to
move beyond the level of identifying a litany of tasks variables that affect
problem difficulty, toward the identification of components that offer more
explanatory power for children’s performances in the domain.

There is a wide agreement (Hiebert and Behr, 1988) that if research
is to inform instruction, it is important to analyze mathematical structures
and children’s solution processes in light of the developmental precursors
(or, sometimes, prerequisites) to the knowledge needed to function com-
petently in a domain. These precursors or cognitive building blocks have
been called by many names: key cognitive processes (Hiebert and Wearne,
1988), key informal strategies (Hiebert and Behr, 1988), and theorems
in action (Vergnaud, 1983). They are all names for mental constructions
considered necessary for meaningful learning.

MULTIPLICATIVE SCHEMES IN PROPORTIONAL REASONING

The goal of this analysis was to determine what knowledge was critical for
understanding ratio and proportion. The two main issues to be discussed
will be the multiplicative schemes and the nature of students’ proportional
reasoning.

Studies of multiplicative structures by researchers such as Vergnaud
(1983), Confrey (1995) and Steffe (1994) in recent years have given mul-
tiple perspectives on this structure. However, their theoretical mathemat-
ical and semantic analyses are based on the assumption that the curriculum
provides limited perspective of the multiplicative conceptual field and that
understanding will require a broader range of experiences.

Vergnaud sees the main problem in building multiplicative structures
as consisting of building dimensional relationships in simple and multi-
proportional situation and in the extension of concepts and operation to
ever more complex situations. His approach is based on the analysis of
students work and teaching situation. He does not discuss explicitly the
mental construction of the child or in other words the child’s voice.

Confrey’s approach to multiplicative structure are based on the idea
of splitting. She defines splitting as “an action of creating equal parts or
copies of an original. . ., an operation that requires only recognition of
the type of split and the requirement that the parts are equal” (1994, p.
294). In other words her splitting structure is an action of duplicting and
constructing simultaneous splits of an original.

Steffe (1988) has argued that the key to students’ meaningful dealings
with multiplication is the ability to iterate abstract composite units. In us-
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ing children’s number sequences as a starting point, Steffe (1994) argues
that: “For a situation to be established as multiplicative, it is necessary
to at least coordinate two composite units in such a way that one of the
composite units is distributed over elements of the other composite units”
(p. 19). This involves taking a set as a countable unit while maintaining
the unit nature of its elements. Example, “If there are 6 groups of 4 blocks,
how many blocks are there?”. The coordination of two number sequences,
establishes an iterable composite unit. That is, the child counts: 1 group is
4, 2 group is 8, 3 is 12, 4 is 16 and 5 is 20. Iterating is a form of distributing
one quantity across another.

The most distinct differences between Confrey’s and Steffe’s approaches
are that Confrey observes multiplicative actions as independent of addi-
tion ideas, whereas Steffe’s approach considers early multiplictive acts as
making natural use of counting based mental structures. His concept of
multiplication is not based entirely on counting as he sees multiplication
as the coordination of units. That is, in a rectangular array, an element
is simultaneously in a row and columns. There has to be the thinking in
units other than one as well. I do not see a major conflict between Steffe’s
and Confrey’s approaches to multiplicative structure. Confrey’s splitting
idea came from her work on exponential functions while Steffe’s approach
started from counting and number sequences. This research is based on the
construct that proportion is coordination of two ratios and therefore taking
this into account, Steffe’s multiplication schemes are more relevant for this
study.

As children move from additive to multiplicative reasoning with whole
numbers, there are two significant related changes. There are changes in
what the numbers are and changes in what the numbers are about. Steffe
(1988) traced children’s construction of numbers from the construction of
single entities as units to the construction of composite and iterable units.
It is the shift from operating with singleton units to coordinating composite
units that signals the onset of multiplication. It is not a trivial shift, because
it represents a change in the meaning given to a number. Little research has
dealt with the central role of multiplicative schemes in proportional reas-
oning. I believe multiplicative reasoning is an entry point to the world of
ratio and proportion. In this study, I will elaborate how students’ thinking
of composite unit schemes can develop into proportional reasoning.

1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study was conducted using a constructivist theory of learning. It was
designed with the intention of focusing on a child’s construction of propor-
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tional reasoning. That is, I, as the researcher, could closely monitor each
student’s thinking and the meaning he or she gave to the concepts of ratio
and proportion. I set out to explore how two students construct proportional
reasoning with the conjecture that each child would have a unique way of
accomplishing this task.

Clinical interviews

Clinical interviews were the methodology adopted for this study. The as-
sumptions underlying their use are: (1) A source of mathematical know-
ledge can be found in the ways that students act to resolve situations that
they find to be genuinely problematic; and (2) Tasks can be designed which
provide the researcher an adequate opportunity to make inferences based
on the interviews about students’ cognitive processes. Two main advant-
ages of utilizing clinical interviews are, first, allowing for interventions
where students were encouraged to elaborate on their statements and judge-
ments; this provides an opportunity to make valid inferences about stu-
dents’ covert intellectual processes (Opper, 1975). Second, this approach
to gathering data provides for a continual interaction between inference
and observation (Cobb, 1986b). Hence, the researcher continually tests
conjectures about the students’ thinking and intervenes whenever the prob-
lem solving activity of the solver cannot be adequately explained by the
model.

The use of interviewing as a successful tool of research must be accom-
panied by appropriate learning tasks. According to Cobb (1986b), appro-
priate problem solving tasks are those which serve as genuine challenges
for students, allowing them to become ‘task-involved’ during the interview.
Specifically,

If, for example, the child’s problem is to infer the behaviors the interviewer de-
sires, he or she is engaged in social rather than mathematical problem solving. The
interview is essentially worthless. It is therefore imperative that the child construe
interview tasks as challenges rather than as opportunity to fail and appear stupid.
In the language of achievement motivation, the child must be task-involved rather
than ego-involved (Cobb, 1986b, p. 99).

In order to analyze the ways learners construct proportional reasoning
knowledge from the problem solving activity, a set of learning tasks de-
veloped by the researcher and adapted from the literature was used. The
task situations that were used in the interview are given below:

– A situation that concerns money (quarters) and candies.
– A situation of sharing pizzas among friends that concerns the number

of people and the number of pizzas.
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– A stretchers and shrinkers situation of a rectangle that concerns the
length of a vertical side and the length of a horizontal side.

There are three reasons for choosing these situations. Firstly, all three are
typical situations in which proportional reasoning is used and all situations
deal with intensive quantities, relationship between quantities, (e.g. can-
dies per quarter or pizza per person) which are difficult to express by
using picture illustrations. Usually, intensive quantities are not measures
or counts but rather, are generated through the act of division. Secondly,
these situations are both familiar and less familiar to students. The first
two situations are expected to be more familiar than the third situation.
And thirdly, the stretchers and shrinkers situation is commonly accepted by
researchers as one of the most difficult proportion situations for students
and in view of this, it is ideal for the investigation of students’ mental
constructions.

The students

Alice and Karen were the two beginning grade six girls (11 years), who
agreed to participate in the study. Although they were in different classes,
they had a common mathematics teacher.

Alice was considered by her teacher to be a very bright student, who
would surely get an A in the National exam, as she had always been an A
student.

Karen was a hard working, responsible girl who always got things done.
According to her parents, she taught her younger brother mathematics and
ensured that he did his school work. She was in the second from the top
class of the school for sixth graders, as classes are ability grouped. The
teacher believed that she was also good at mathematics although not as
good as Alice.

Content knowledge of students

During my discussion with the schoolteacher, she said that Alice had been
taught the ratio type of questions in a section on the topic of Money though
no terminology of ratio or proportionality was used. She also stipulated
that the unit strategy was taught to students as it was the easiest way to
solve this type of problem! Below are examples, as seen from Alice’s work
sheet

Example 1

The weight of 4 anchovy tins cost RM18, what is the cost for 6 tins? (RM denotes
for Malaysian currency, Ringgit Malaysia)
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The steps shown: 4 anchovy tins —– RM 18

1 anchovy tin is 18/4 = 4.5

6 anchovy tins is 4.5 × 6 = RM27

Example 2

Ah Chong spends RM 140 to buy 8 pairs of shoes. How much does he needs in
order to buy 12 pairs?

Solution: 8 pairs — RM 140

1 pair — 140
8 = RM 17.5

12 pairs —– 17.5 × 12 = RM 210

In two other similar examples as seen from Alice’s work sheet, all the
tasks used the unit method, finding the rate for one and multiplying to get
the rate for many.

It is interesting to note that, from the discussion with the teacher, Alice
had studied this method in class while Karen had not as her class was
slower than Alice’s class.

The episodes below gave a descriptive analysis of the meanings that the
two students Karen and Alice gave to tasks and the conceptual advances
they made as they dealt with ratio and proportion tasks.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Karen’s scheme’s of proportional reasoning

Episode 1 with Karen
Karen was given the task “If 4 cents can buy 6 sweets, how many can 10
cents buy?” and below is the description of the schemes she utilized in
solving the task.

Karen tried to solve this task utilizing the formal method of unit ana-
lysis, (find the rate for one and multiplying to get the rate for many). She
divided 4 by 6 and obtained 0.66 which did not make sense to her. She
seemed confused about this outcome and abandoned it. She then used a
method which was more meaningful to her. She spent quite some time writ-
ing on her paper and used her fingers occasionally in doing calculations.
After some time working on it, she said:

(“R” stands for Researcher and “K” for Karen)

K: 15 sweets
R: How did you do that?
K: 4 cents buy 6 sweets and 8 cents buy 12 sweets and 6 cents buy 9 sweets.
R: How do you know 6 cents buys 9 sweets?.
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K: You see, 6 is between 4 and 8, so 4 cents you buy 6 sweets, 6 cents 9 sweets,
8 cents 12 sweets, 10 cents 15 sweets, 12 cents 18 sweets. There is a pattern
3, 6, 9, 12. . .

R: So, how many sweets can you buy with 10 cents?
K: 15 sweets.

Initially, Karen iterates the composite unit 4 cents buys 6 sweets to 8 cents
buys 12 sweets. Then she was able to construct another composite unit of
6 cents buys 9 sweets as it was between the earlier two composite units.
Karen was then able to coordinate the composite ratio unit of 4 cents buys
6 sweets to 6 cents buys 9 sweets, 8 buys 12 sweets and 10 cents buys 15
sweets, 12 cents buys 18 sweets. It was unclear if she could coordinate the
two ratios because it seems that she used a pattern in her build up. I was
not sure if she had constructed an invariant relationship in her iteration
because this is an important component in understanding proportionality.
My focus in the following episodes was to investigate whether she in fact
had coordinated the ratio units and if she understood invariance.

Episode 2 with Karen
Question: To bake donuts Mariah needs 8 cups of flour to bake 14 donuts.

Using the same recipe, how many donuts can she bake with 12 cups
of flour?

In about 20 seconds she said 21 without any recording.

R: How did you get it so fast?
K: 4, 8, 12 you get 7, 14, 21
R: Can you please explain?
K: 4 cups 7 donuts, 8 cups 14 donuts and 12 cups 21 donuts
R: How did you know that 4 cups make 7 donuts?
K: I divided 8 cups and 14 donuts with 2 to get 4 cups and 7 donuts

She decomposed or unitized the composite ratio unit 8 cups to 14 donuts
to find a ratio unit of 4 cups to 7 donuts and then iterated it to its referent
point. She simultaneously coordinated two number sequences 4, 8, 12 with
7, 14, 21, and because of this I inferred that she was able to preserve the
relationship not because of the pattern but because of the construction of
the unit ratios 4 to 7. Iteration of ratios implies that there are two number
sequences of 4, 8, 12 and 7, 14, 21 that are coordinated. Unitizing appears
to be an important development in proportional reasoning. In solving prob-
lems, it is useful to view a ratio as a unit, the result of multiple composition
of composite units.
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Episode 3 with Karen

Question: John used exactly 15 cans to paint 18 chairs. How many chairs can he
paint with 25 cans?

She managed to solve this problem mentally in which she derived 5 cans
to 6 chairs as equivalent to 15 cans to 18 chairs. Then she coordinated both
ratios simultaneously as 5 to 6, 10 to 12, 15 to18, 20 to 24 and 25 to 30, and
said “with 25 cans you can paint 30 chairs”. I inferred that she coordinated
the two number sequences of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 with 6, 12, 18, 24, 30. This
again shows her ability to coordinate ratio units.

Episode 4 with Karen
Question: To bake 6 cakes, you need 15 eggs. Using the same recipe, how

many eggs do you need to bake 4 cakes?

She quickly solved it mentally and gave the answer 10 eggs.

R: Can you explain?
K: In 2, 4, 6 there are three and all are times 2. Then 15 divides 3 because 1,2,3,

got three 2 cakes – 5 eggs, 4 cakes – 10 eggs, and 6 cakes you need 15 eggs.
R: How do you know that for 2 cakes you need 5 eggs?
K: Because I divided 6 cakes and 15 eggs by 3.
R: Why did you divide by 3?
K: Because in 2, 4, 6 there are one, two, three, so I divided by 3

Initially, she looked at the relationship between 6 and 4 and then said in 2,
4, 6 there are three. This was an intriguing construction because “in 2, 4, 6
there are three so I divided by 3” seems to indicate that she constructed a
scheme in which the composite unit consisted of three ratio units. It means
that:

1: 2 cakes – 5 eggs
2: 4 cakes – 10 eggs
3: 6 cakes – 15 eggs

I inferred that this shows that she was able to coordinate unit (1st ratio) of
unit (cake) of unit (eggs) simultaneously. She treated 2 to 5 as a ratio unit
and iterated it to obtain her response.

R: How many eggs do you need to bake 8 cakes?
K: 20 (Very fast)
R: How come you got it so fast?
K: Like just now, 6 gives 15 so 8 needs 20
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Using her schemes from her previous composite unit 6 cakes to 15 eggs
she was able to iterate it to the next ratio of 8 to 20. This suggests that
in iterating from the composite unit of 6 gives 15, Karen knew that the
composite units are themselves composed of units and therefore did not
have to run through the iterating activity that is implied because the initial
segment of Karen’s composite iterating is symbolized by “6 gives 15”.

R: What if one needed to bake 100 cakes?

She replied 250 eggs, in seconds.

K: They are 50 times more (100 divided by 2) and 50 times 5 equals 250 eggs.

She utilized multiplicative thinking in that 100 cakes is 50 times more from
the ratio unit of 2 cakes to 5 eggs and was able to iterate it 50 times, not
by adding but by multiplying it by 50. When the numbers involved in the
task were large, Karen knew that it would take a long time to figure it out
mentally. Thus, she multiplied rather than iterated.

I was curious about her statement from the last episode when she said
“Because in 2, 4, 6 there are three so I divided by 3”. I tried to probe her
thinking further, as reflected in the following episodes.

Episode 5 with Karen

R: Patricia uses 12 cups of flour to make 21 donuts. Using the same recipe,
how many cups of flour are needed to make 14 donuts?

She did it mentally (there was a brisk movement of three fingers) and said
8 cups. Her explanation was “14 and 21 are times 7 that means in 7, 14, 21
there are 3 numbers, so divides 12 by 3”. Her explanation here “in 7, 14,
21 there are 3 numbers” indicates that the composite unit consists of three
ratio units. She constructed the composite unit and iterated the unit as:

1: 7 d – 4 cups
2: 14 d – 8 cups
3: 21 d – 12 cups

I believe her finger movement played an important role during the 20
seconds she took in solving this problem. She used her fingers in the pro-
cess of coordinating the two number sequences. I believe that she was able
to iterate the composite units, keeping track of each composite with her
finger pattern until she reached the third ratio unit. Although she coordin-
ated two number sequences, she did not treat the units separately as 7, 14,
21 and 4, 8 and 12, they were linked by the ratio unit. To be considered
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additive, there would have been a pause in each finger in order for her to
count mentally. Again, her explanation shows that she was able to preserve
the relationship of each ratio in keeping them invariant. It is significant to
note that although the finger pattern helped her in unit-coordination, this
is not to be mistaken for a perceptual factor. In other words, she did not
always rely on her fingers to iterate the composite units since she was able
to determine the answer.

Karen did not draw any pictures or diagrams to represent the physical
objects of quarters or candies and this shows abstract nature of her think-
ing. She developed a scheme for keeping the ratio unit invariant mentally
in which she was able to deal meaningfully with composite units and also
able to take a ratio as a composite unit, maintaining the ratio unit of its
element. In other words, she formed the intention of keeping the ratio unit
invariant under the iteration.

My next objective was to see if she was consistent in utilizing her unit
coordination scheme across different settings following von Glasersfeld’s
(1980) theory of scheme in which he said that one should be able to gen-
eralize her actions across similar proportionality tasks.

Question: These two rectangles are the same shape. Find h

Again mentally, she iterated the composite unit as 4 to 3, 8 to 6, 12 to 9
and 16 to 12 and got the answer 12 cm. This coordination of the ratios
commenced from the ratio unit of 4 to 3. She seemed comfortable with her
method as it worked well for her and most importantly it was meaningful
to her.

In another similar task, she was looking confident and was smiling and
after a while became quite serious. In the earlier tasks, the ratio of 4 and
16 produced an integer while in this task, the ratio 9 and 24 does not.
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She was uttering something to herself but I was not able to figure it out.
After a while I asked:

R: What are you thinking?
K: This is tough

She asked if she could use paper to work on and after working on it for a
while, she said:

K: 16
R: How did you get that?
K: 9 divide by 3 is 3 and 6 divide by 3 is 2

She divided the ratio of 9 cm to 6 cm by 3 to obtain the ratio unit of 3 cm
to 2 cm.

R: Why did you divide by 3?
K: Because 9 can’t go into 24

This, I believe indicates that she tried to use multiplicative reasoning as
she said, “9 can’t go into 24”. Her belief indicates that in problems, the
numbers should divide evenly. Then she did the following on her working
paper:

3 cm – 2 cm
6 – 4
9 – 6
12 – 8
15 – 10
18 – 12
21 – 14
24 – 16

Again, she unitized the composite unit to get the ratio unit and iterated it
to 24. Unitizing the composite unit in which the ability to construct a ratio
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unit and to interpret the situation in terms of that unit played an important
role in her proportional reasoning.

Interpretation of Karen’s activity
Karen’s strategies provided me with meaningful insights on multiplicative
schemes in proportional reasoning. She had constructed iterable ratio units
and was coordinating these units such that one ratio was distributed over
the next ratio, which Steffe (1994) maintains is basic to the construction of
multiplication. In the analysis of an iterable unit, Richard and Carter (1982)
stated that for children to use ten as an iterable unit the child “must be
able to strip it of its composite quality” (p. 18) This was echoed by Steffe
when he said “I believe this is precisely what is started when a child makes
an iterating unit”. Utilizing a similar approach in proportional reasoning,
Karen was able to unitize the units in a composite and furthermore was
able to deal meaningfully with composite units. In short, she was able to
take a ratio as a composite unit and maintain the ratio unit of its elements.
I believe that in the analysis of the iterable ratio unit, the child must be
able to strip it of its composite quality. The key foundation in Karen’s
meaningful dealing with proportional reasoning was the ability to iterate
composite units. As shown in episode 4, she was able to coordinate unit
(1st ratio ) of unit (cake) of unit (eggs) simultaneously. She treated 2 to 5
as a unit and iterated the ratio unit by coordinating the ratios as 2 cake to 5
eggs and 4 cake to 10 eggs. This involved the coordination of two number
sequences with the objective of the proportion task, to keep the value of
the ratio unit invariant under the iteration.

I refer to Karen’s scheme of finding a useful ‘x quarters for y candies’
relationship, then using this relationship as a countable unit to find the
answer a ratio unit method. I use the word ‘unit’ because Karen was able
to consider the ratio ‘3 quarters for 7 candies’ as if it were a unit in a
whole-number sense, such as ‘3 quarters for 7 candies, 6 quarters for 14
candies, 9 quarters for 21 candies’. This method has two advantages, first
it avoids any fractional or decimal computation, and secondly, it has the
potential to become a powerful method for solving all missing value tasks
within the contexts that made sense to Karen.

I believe that Karen’s method was a scheme if one goes with the defin-
ition given by von Glasersfeld. According to von Glasersfeld (1980), it
consisted of three parts: a) the experiential situation as perceived by the
child that he/she has experienced before; b) the child’s specific activity or
procedures the child associates with the situation and c) the result that the
child has come to expect of the activity in the given situation. To schemat-
ize this method, Karen was able to articulate the goals of her actions and
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give mathematical meaning to the procedures or reasoning she undertook.
Secondly, she was able to internalize her actions so that she could execute
them without pattern (sensory-motor) actions. Although I noted that she
used her fingers on several occasions, this should not be mistaken with
sensory motor actions. This is because she re-presented pattern with her
fingers to keep track of the number sequences without the intention of
monitoring the counting act. Lastly, she was able to generalize her actions
across similar proportionality tasks.

Alice’s schemes of proportional reasoning

The following sections provides a report on Alice’s solutions of similar
tasks.

Episode 1

R: Simon worked 3 hours and earned $12. How long will it take him to earn
$36?

A: 9 hours (mentally)
R: Can you explain how you got it?
A: I divided 12 by 3 and got 4, 36 divided by 4 is 9 as 4 times (multiplied) 9 is

36.
R: Why did you divide 12 by 3?
A: To get 1 hour how much it is.
R: Very good

She utilized the unit strategy to solve this problem and did it very effi-
ciently in producing the answer. I then gave her a task that I hoped would
perturb her because the unit ratio does not give a whole number. I wanted
to know whether she could use her method flexibly.

Episode 2

R: Chin earns $63 in 6 weeks. If he earns the same amount of money each
week, how much can he earn in 4 weeks?

She sat quietly for a long six minutes.

R: What are you thinking?
A: Can I use the paper?
R: Okay

After about 4 minutes,
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A: $42
R: Can you explain how you got that?
A: I divided 63 by 6 and I got 10.5 and then multiplied it with 4.
R: If you don’t find for 1 week, can you solve the problem?

After a little while (3–4 minutes)

A: I don’t know. We are taught this way in school.
R: What way?
A: Find for one week and then multiply. (unit method)

She seemed very persistent with the formal method although I thought that
I had perturbed her by giving her a task where the ratio does not produce
a whole number. I believe that because I allowed her to use paper, she
continued with the method, which was successful for her.

Episode 3
In anticipating her usage of a formal method in the earlier episodes, I then
asked her to do it mentally without using paper and the task given was also
one where the ratio did not produce a whole number.

Question: To bake donuts Mariah needs 8 cups of flour to bake 14 donuts.
Using the same recipe, how many donuts can she bake with 12 cups
of flour?

After a long while (5 minutes)

R: What are you thinking?
A: I am counting
R: What are you counting?
A: I am trying to divide 14 by 8. . . I got 1.75 and I times (multiplied) by 12

I was surprised at the amount of time she spent thinking of algorithmic
procedures i.e., on how to divide 14 by 8, in which she was successful !!
She was trying to use her algorithm mentally.

R: Then what did you do?
A: 53 donuts
R: How did you get that?
A: 1.75 × 12 you get . . .350 + 175

She was mentally multiplying 1.75 by 2 (350) and 1.75 by 1 (175) She
estimated 35.0 + 17.5 = 53.
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R: Can you do it any other way, without finding for one cup?

She was quiet for some time and I tried to perturb her with the following
task.

R: How many donuts can you bake with 16 cups of flour?
A: Can I write?
R: Okay
A: 28 and said 8 gives 14 so 16 gives 28,

She wrote on her paper 14 ÷ 8 = 1.75, and then 1.75 × 16 = 28.

R: What about 12 cups?
A: 1.75 X 12 = 21
R: Just now you told me 53
A: I counted it wrongly
R: Can you show me where you were wrong?

Since she knew that 1 cup gives 1.75 donuts, she then tried to use a method
evolving from the unit method and said:

A: For 9 cups you add 1.75 that gives 15.75 (14 + 1.75) and just keep adding
until you get 12 cups.

She did not try to construct a relationship between 8 cups 12 donuts as
11/2 times more, which is an important criterion in multiplicative reas-
oning. She relied heavily on algorithmic procedures and utilized additive
reasoning.

Episode 4
Although the earlier episodes were successful in eliciting some informa-
tion about her thinking in proportional reasoning, I tried new tasks with
the hope that she would give me insight into her thinking.

R: John used exactly 15 cans to paint 18 chairs. How many chairs can he paint
with 25 cans? I want you to try solving it, without using your school method.

A: I will try

Again she insisted on using the paper and after about seven minutes

A: 810 chairs
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Here, she tried to carry out a procedure mentally

R: Can you explain?

She showed me the algorithmic procedures she did on her working paper.

15 – 18
16 –
17 – 18 + 18 + 18= 54 cans
20 cans – 162 chairs (she got this by multiplying it by 3)
25 cans – 810 chairs (The algorithmic procedures on her working paper were:
162+162+162+162+162 = 810)

Alice was not able to construct a composite unit consisting of 15 to 18. Her
reasoning seemed to be based on additive reasoning rather than multiplic-
ative reasoning where each subsequent ratio is added on to the previous
one. She was not able to unite a sequence of counting acts into composite
units. Her ‘adding’ iteration was schematized as a ratio unit of 1 can to 18
chairs, where for each additional can, she added 18 chairs.

R: Is it possible?
A: I will do it in another way

She reverted to the unit strategy, 18 divided by 15 = 1.2 and then multiplied
it by 25 and got 30.

A: 30
R: Which is correct, 810 chairs or 30 chairs?
A: 30 is correct
R: What is wrong with the 810?
A: My calculation is wrong.

She could not show me her mistakes and just stated that 30 was the an-
swer. Alice did not identify the invariant elements of the situation and did
not construct a ratio preserving relationship. In other words, she did not
construct a relationship between the number of cans and numbers of chairs
and furthermore she did not coordinate the units.

Episode 5

R: In baking a cake, for every 8 eggs, one needs 18 cups of flour. If Mary has
4 cups of flour, how many eggs does she need?
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She used the unit method and computed 18 divided by 8 to match 1 cup
with the number of eggs. She did it mentally and obtained 2.25 (which was
actually 1 egg with 2.25 cups).

When she multiplied 2,25 by 4 she found the result of 18 puzzling.
“That can’t be!” she said. Then she utilized the scalar method and com-
puted a division of 18 by 4 which was 4.5.

She wrote:

4.5 cups with 2 eggs
4 cups with 1.5 eggs (as both cups and eggs are lesser by 1/2)

She utilized the additive strategy. This seemed to indicate that over reliance
on the unit strategy tended to confuse Alice. When she tried to reason
rather than follow a procedure, she thought additively.

Proportions in geometrical settings

When the relationship between 15 and 8 was not an integer, she utilized
the additive strategy and responded that 15 – 8 = 7 and so 6 + 7 = 13 cm.

Within a minute she responded 11 cm. She found the difference between 36
–27 = 9 cm, p = 20 – 9 = 11 cm. Again, when the relationship between 36
and 27 was not an integer, she used the additive strategy. In other words,
since 36 could not be multiplied by a number, she subtracted. Thus, it
seems that since the reason for a search for a multiplicative relationship
was not understood, she looked for any relationship in which the pair
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matched, and in this case it was additive reasoning. In short, when the
relation was non-integral, she accepted a match based on additive reason-
ing.

Interpretation of Alice’s activity
Alice’s conceptualization in proportional reasoning is solely based on the
unit method, a memorized procedure rather than a conceptual one. She
was able to use the unit method to solve various tasks to get the answers.
However, she was not able to describe her reasoning in a meaningful way,
other than describing the procedures she used. She saw mathematics as
utilizing a taught method in producing answers rather than making sense of
the activity. She was not able to think in terms of the composite ratio unit,
which explicitly conceptualizes the iteration action of the composite unit to
make sense of ratio problems. I believe that Alice’s procedural orientation
influenced her action in dealing meaningfully with ratio and proportion.

DISCUSSION

Different levels of multiplication reasoning can be seen in the strategies
utilized by these two students. While Karen had constructed multiplication
schemes in solving proportional reasoning, Alice had not, though she was
successful in obtaining some answers. Alice’s method is procedural rather
than conceptual. Her orientation in proportional reasoning is based solely
on the unit method, a memorized procedure. When asked to solve/reason
in another way (other than the unit method) she was unable to construct
an explanation for whether her strategies were or were not viable. Her
thinking on some of the tasks was based on additive reasoning rather than
multiplicative reasoning in which each subsequent ratio was added to the
previous one. She was unable to unite sequences of counting acts into
composite units. For example, her ‘adding’ iteration was schematized as
a ratio of 1 can to 18 chairs, where for each additional can, she added 18
chairs.

Karen on the other hand, unitized the composite unit to find a ratio unit
and then iterated it to its referent point. She simultaneously coordinated
two number sequences (example: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 with 6, 12, 18, 24, 30)
and was able to preserve the relationship in the iteration. She was able to
unitize the units in a composite unit and was able to deal meaningfully
with composite units, in which she was able to take a ratio as a composite
unit while maintaining the ratio unit of its element.

Alice’s activity suggested that she was not able to think in terms of
composite ratio units, and furthermore was not able to make a decision
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about which unit to use, especially in utilizing the unit strategy. As men-
tioned earlier, her procedure had been to use one unit on ALL occasions.
Although she was successful in obtaining the answers utilizing this method
on some tasks, she was not able to use it to solve a problem requiring
qualitative proportional reasoning, for example as in the paint problem.
It is not enough for students to recognize the change in the nature of
composite unit. In order to deal effectively with problem situation, they
must anticipate the unit structure of the situation.

Reflecting on these data, I believe that there are varying degrees of
sophistication between Karen’s and Alice’s solutions to the problems based
on whether they formed composite ratio units and reinterpreted the prob-
lems in terms of those units, as well as the units they chose as some units
were more efficient than others. For example, 8 cups of flour are needed
to make 14 donuts. Using the same recipe, how many donuts can one bake
with 12 cups of flour? Conceiving the unit as 1 cup or 1 donut, does not
help to solve the problem. In contrast, thinking of 4 cups per 7 donuts
as a unit and iterating it to its referent of 12 cups is much more efficient
than finding 1 cup as 14/8 and operating on it. It is as if the solution pro-
cess is revealed in the anticipation of an appropriate unit. In other words,
multiplicative situations in proportional reasoning require an appropriate
schema of the unit before solution procedures can be implemented.

Karen’s method of iterating composite units seems to avoid the addit-
ive strategy that Alice used. The usage of additive reasoning is possible
due to the manipulation of the scalar operators (between ratios) and func-
tional operators (within ratios), which deals primarily with searching for
a relationship between the two ratios, utilizing the formal multiplicative
reasoning of these students. This relationship between the two ratios is
somewhat similar to a trial and error method where students first see the
relation of function and ‘if it does not fit’, they then try the scalar method
and ‘if this does not fit’ they then resort to the additive strategy. How-
ever, in Karen’s unit coordination scheme, she coordinated two composite
units where one composite unit was distributed over the ratio of the other
composite unit.

This iteration scheme is based on a simple action scheme that can un-
derlie the solution to proportionality. This scheme has several features that
are key to its nature. The first is the seeing of the ratio unit as a set of units.
The second is the distribution of this ratio unit across another. And finally
these schemes have a recursive nature. The replicating act is applied to the
result of a previous replicating act.

The findings also suggest that teaching students to use the unit ratio
strategy (find the rate for one and multiplying to get the rate for many) as a
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standard approach to proportional problems may not help students develop
multiplicative reasoning. That is, in order to deal with unit structures more
meaningfully, one must anticipate the unit structure of the situation. For
example, how many donuts are needed for 24 people, if 7 donuts are for 6
people? Conceiving the units as 1 donut or 1 person does not help to solve
the problem meaningfully. In contrast, constructing a ratio unit of 6 people
with 7 donuts and then interpreting a situation of that unit may help to
understand the nature of composite units that children can create and how
they might reason using those units, whether additively or multiplicatively.

The unit analysis method without a meaningful understanding of mul-
tiplicative reasoning is a procedurally orientated mathematical operation
that exists independently of young children who are to learn them, rather
than questions about the fundamental composite units that children can
construct to give meaning to phrases such as If “8 cups of flour are used
to bake 14 donuts, how many donuts can one bake with 12 cups of flour?”
Utilizing the unit cost of algorithm procedures is disembodied from chil-
dren’s initial sense making of proportional reasoning. This notion may not
help to understand the nature of the composite unit that children can create
and how they might reason using those units (Steffe et al., 1988). The
unit method becomes essentially instrumental for the children and poses a
serious threat to the development of insight (Freudenthal, 1979), especially
in multiplicative reasoning.

CONCLUSION

One of the goals of this study was to investigate the ways in which the
students began to develop proportional thinking. It is essential to determine
what enables students to make a transition from solving ratio problem by
iterating composite ratio units to using multiplication and division. The
ability to use operation with composite units seemed to involved three
essential components. First, one needs to explicitly conceptualize the it-
eration action of the composite ratio unit to make sense of ratio problems.
Second, one needs to have sufficient understanding of the meaning of mul-
tiplication and division so that one can see their relevance in the iteration
process. Third, and finally, one needs to have sufficiently abstracted the it-
eration process so one could reflect on it, and subsequently reconceptualize
it in terms of that unit.

This research indicates that the unit method should not be taught to
students until they have a good grasp of the unit coordination schemes
(composite units, ratio units, unitizing, iterating of ratio units and iter-
able composite units). This could be accomplished by posing problems, in
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which the construction of unit coordination schemes (iterating ratio units)
is likely. The problem of teaching multiplicative reasoning is compoun-
ded by the ways in which we teach proportions in the school setting. Too
often, we ignore the child’s experience with ratio and proportions outside
of formal mathematics lessons and teach children algorithms which util-
ize techniques that are alien to them. These techniques may be useful in
getting the answer for a problem, but they do not provide rich learning
opportunities for children to make sense of ratios and proportions.

Further research is needed to elaborate how children’s composite unit
schemes of multiplicative structure can develop into proportional thinking.
Indications are that many concepts within the domain of multiplicative
structure are not well taught and therefore not well learned. Determining
what experience might be important to foster understanding requires a
thorough analysis of the quantities (both units of measure and magnitudes)
germane to multiplicative situations.
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